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Introduction: 

 
Congratulations on your investment into the RIPP Modifications 

Supercharger Drive System ( ) designed for the 6G72 six 

cylinder cars. The following instructions will include steps for both 

five speed and automatic cars. 

 

The  is RIPP Modifications simple but effective way of 

increasing your engine’s total output, without compromising its 

integrity. Intended for off road use only, but designed to be daily 

driven, its superior ingenuity is what makes it all worth it. These 

instructions are a necessary guide to the proper installation and 

maintenance of your . 

 

The  is intended to be installed by a professional technician 

and should not be attempted by the hobbyist. We feel its best to 

source out a local performance oriented shop before attempting to 

install your system. Without proper knowledge of fuel and ignition 

mapping, permanent damage can and will occur. 

 
 

DO NOT RUN  

WITHOUT UPGRADED 

HEADERS 

 
*INSTALLER: Read and understand entire instruction manual before 

starting installation of RIPP’s  
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 RIPP  kits feature products from these manufactures; we also recommend using them for routine service there after.  

      

      

:      
 
 

 

The following is a list of tools recommended by RIPP Modifications for 

proper installation of your . 

 

 Chassis lift or jack stands 
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 Air tools 

 Air saw or metal saw 

 Snippers 

 Soldering iron and solder 

 Basic mechanics tools (Metric tools will be required) 

 Torque wrench 

 Electric or air drill 

 Hole saw ¾” or 18 mm 

 High heat silicone 

 Buffer or razor blades 

 Dremel tool or round file 

 Teflon paste 

 Lock tight 

 

 

Recommendations: 

 

 It is essential to start with a cold car. 

 Secure any radio or alarm codes before hand. 

 Disconnect any large audio systems until AFTER programming 

fuel/ignition computers.  

 Confirm the end user’s oil grade and type (synthetic or 

conventional) and change oil and filter at this time. We 

recommend  Castrol GTX 10w40 and a premium oil filter.  

 Spark plugs should be changed to  brand plugs one heat 

range colder than stock application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step:1  Disconnect and remove battery from 

vehicle.  
The Battery tray will need to be modified in order to make room 

for the relocated mass air sensor. Be careful Battery tray may be 

sharp. 
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 Remove air filter canister and mass air piping from car  

 Remove battery from car  

 Remove battery tray from car via 4 12mm bolts 

 Using an air Dremal tool or round hand file, elongate the 

two front mounting holes by 3/8 inch towards engine side. 
This will enable you to slide the battery tray towards the 

driver’s side to make room for the boost piping installed 

in later steps. 

 
      Figure1                            Shown above is battery tray hole 

correctly elongated 

 

STEP 2: Install Fuel Pressure Regulator 

(FPR)  

NOTE: Opening gas cap to relieve some fuel pressure. 

 Located on driver’s side of the engine between the 

distributor and throttle body at the right end of the 

fuel rail, is the “FUEL RETURN LINE”. 

 The remaining end will go to the “IN” of the FPR 

(looking at the FPR the “TOP” being the chrome nut, 

the “SIDE is the “IN”), leaving the “BOTTOM” or “BACK 

SIDE” of FPR as the “OUT” or “RETURN LINE”, located  

on fire wall. 

 THE FACTORY FPR WILL REMAIN IN FACTORY LOCATION. 

 Mount Regulator to Brake Booster using bracket 

supplied.   

 Disconnect return line from connection located on the 

firewall & connect the “IN” side of the new FRP.  

 Use supplied hose from bottom “OUT” of FPR to factory 

return located on firewall.  
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Figure 35            

 
       Figure 36            Properly mounted FPR  

 
Figure 37          

 

Step 2: Miscellaneous preparation 
1. Modifying washer bottle location 

Using template provided In the back of the instructions, place 

template (as shown in figure 2 below) next to washer bottle.  

Using air saw cut out headlight frame and tie wrap washer bottle 

close-in to cut out (as shown in figure 3).   
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 Figure 2     Properly placed template       Figure 3     Properly cut 

headlight frame 

  

2. Drain engine oil and coolant  
Draining the oil is essential to the removal and modification of 

oil pan.  Draining the coolant is needed in removing and 

replacing the upper radiator hose. 

 Drain engine oil 

 Drain coolant via coolant drain plug located in the lower 

passenger side of radiator 

3. Coolant housing modification 
Remove coolant return housing and cut housing approximately one 

inch and file down hose stopper nipple.  See figure 4 below 

 

NOTE:  2002 MODEL YEAR COOLANT HOUSING MUST BE 

MODIFIED WHILE  IN THE CAR.  ILLUSTRATION SHOWS 2002 

BEING CUT IN CAR.  PLACE A RAG INSIDE COOLANT TUBE AS 

TO STOP FITTINGS FROM CONTAMINATING THE COOLANT SYSTEM 

 

 Remove bracket used to hold 02 sensor plugs.  This will no 

longer be used.  See figure 4 below 

 Lower coolant hose will need to be cut approximately one 

and one quarter inches (1 ¼). 
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Figure 4    

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Remove exhaust manifold (Header) and 

Down pipe 

    1. Removal of Exhaust manifold/down pipe  
 Remove lower down pipe first, taking care in unplugging 

O2 sensor located at the front and rear of down pipe. 

 Remove heat shields and manifolds 

NOTE: AN AFTERMARKETHEADERS SET IS A MUST AND WILL REPLACE 

THE FACTORY MANIFOLDS IN LATER STEPS 

     (See Illustration on the 

following page) 
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 Figure 5 

 

 

Step 4: Remove Oil Pan 
 Pan needs to be removed to allow for modification and 

installation of oil return fitting 

 Remove lower oil pan via the mixed 10/12mm head bolts 

LOCATED AROUND OIL PAN TO ENGINE block. 

 Remove UPPER oil pan via the 14mm head bolts LOCATED 

CLOSEST TO ENGINE block.  

 

 

IT IS IMPERITIVE THAT YOU DO NOT USE 

EXCESSIVE FORCE TO PRY OIL PAN OFF- 

ENGINE BLOCK. PERMANENT DAMAGE CAN AND 

WILL OCCUR. OIL LEAKS WILL RESULT 
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 Figure 6 

 

 LOCATED ON THE TRANSMISSION SIDE OF THE ENGINE OIL PAN ARE 

TWO (2) OPEN THREADED 10mm HOLES, FOUND ON THE OIL PANS 

EARS.   (See Figure 6 above) 

 

 THESE HOLES ARE PROVIDED BY THE MANUFACTURE TO PRESS OUT 

THE PAN FROM ENGINE BLOCK.  

 

 AFTER HAVING REMOVED BOLTS LOCATED BETWEEN THE TRANSMISSION 

BELL HOUSING AND OIL PAN. (TAKE TIME TO MARK BOLTS AS THEY 

ARE NOT EQUAL LENGTH, MAKE SURE TO REINSTALL IN SAME SPOTS 

THEY WERE REMOVED FROM) 

 

 USING THE 14mm head BOLTS INSERT THEM INTO THE ABOVE 

MENTIONED HOLES.  Tighten Bolts against engine block and 

pan will pry loose. (Note:  Be careful to hold pan up as it 

can drop suddenly) 

 

 

 Mark and drill oil pan using template located in-back 

of instruction booklet.  A ¾ inch hole saw would be 
best applicable to this  
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Figure 7 

 

 WASH OIL PAN taking particular care in removing ALL DRILL 

FILEINGS.  

 

 Smooth or buff OUT DRILL HOLE on inside of oil pan, with 

Emory cloth or air buffer. This is essential to a proper 

seal of the oil return line. Clean any filings generated by 

smoothing. 

 

 Remove 14mm head bolts used to pry off pan 

 

 AGAIN Clean mating surfaces between oil pan and engine 

block. Assure that both surfaces are dry and free of oil, 

or silicone will not stick. (We recommend using brake 

cleaner or “dry” degreaser) 

 

 Using high heat and sensor safe silicon apply a THIN bead 

around oil pan and spread with finger. ADD Additional 

silicon on crank cut-out corners.  Apply a thin spread bead 

of silicone around the hole that was drilled. DO NOT OVER 

APPLY SILICONE AS IT CAN CONTAMINATE ENGINE INTERNALS   

 

 We suggest ALLOWING SILICON TO DRY FOR AT LEAST 30 MINUTES 

TO AN HOUR, OR ACCORDING TO SILICONES INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE 

INSTALLING OIL PAN 
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 After silicon has cured, install oil return adapter 

supplied in kit and apply lock tight to bolt and tighten. 

 

 Replace 14mm bolts in correct order in bell housing.  

Torque to 20ft/lbs and torque 10mm bolts around pan to 10 

ft/lbs 

 

 Use care installing 2 long oil pan end bolts.  Be sure they 

are in threads correctly before tightening (Note:  Long oil 

pan end bolts illustrated below in  Figure 8)  
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Step (4) Installation of oil feed (USE TEFLON PASTE ONLY   

ON ALL THREADED FITTING) 

 

 Remove stock oil sending unit located in front of engine above the oil, 

filter housing.  

 Install supplied “T” fitting with brass nipple in place of original oil 

pressure sending unit.(some cars may need to be rethreaded if needed 

remove oil filter housing from car)   

 On front part of the “T” fitting reinstall stock oil pressure sending 

unit. Taking care in finding the proper angel to clear dip stick tube 

(See illustration on following page). 

 Install 90 degree oil feed adapter on remaining hole in “T” fitting 

facing front of car. 
 Reinstall down pipe (at this time it would be recommended to install a 

header ) 
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/\Pictured - Fittings with oil pressure gauge added/\  

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP: (5) Install SDS Idler pulley& bracket 
 Remove passenger side inner wheel well splash guard, EXPOSING 

DRIVE BELTS. 

 Loosen drive belt tensioner located between harmonic balancer and 

alternator. 

 Remove drive belt fully from car 

 Located on the upper part of the AC mounting bracket, are two (2) 

8mm holes.  

 Take care, in cleaning the mating surfaces for idler pulley bracket 

 Take care, in cleaning threads with the properly sized TAP (8.125) or 

run the bolt through the hole with a little oil on the thread. Run it in 

and out a few times to seat the thread.  

 Using mild thread lock and utilizing these holes, you will install the 

SDS idler pulley supplied with kit. Using thread lock affix pulley to 

bracket. 
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STEP: (6) Preparing for installation of SDS 

 
 Locate and remove factory original upper alternator bracket 
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/\This bolt will be flipped in opposite direction./\ 

 

 Remove lower alternator bolt. By removing front and passenger side 

engine mount bolts and jacking engine securely enough to clear bolts 

(Place flat piece of wood across oil pan to support weight 

properly) 

 Remove lower alternator bolt  

 Reinstall lower alternator bolt opposite of factory install.  Jack 

engine enough for bolt to clear passenger side frame. Flat part of bolt 

should face passenger side 

Note: Some cars have Alternator and AC harnesses that travel across the 

head. They need to go over SDS. 

 Place a clean and similar sized screw driver in oil dip stick tube, and 

bend tube SLIGHTLY .25inch forward (this will make room for  SDS 

drive shaft housing) Remove Oil dip stick BOLT. 

 Connect oil lines ROUTING OIL BLACK WITH WHITE WRITING 

Lines away from heat. 
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 The upper left most Drivers side fan support must be cut to make 

room for SDS’s Blower.  Some of the Shroud will need to be 

trimmed.  

   
 

   
/\Galant only/\ 

NOTE: GALANT ONLY will need to remove the Cooling fan electronic box attracted to 

cooling fan housing and elongate the wires taking note of power and ground. Mount actuator 

behind light on driver’s side. 
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 Remove oil cap and replace with supplied unit. 

 

  
 

 Install SDS mounting bracket as shown in illustrations. Be sure to use 

bolts and washers provided with your kit.   

         
NOTE: Automatic car will need to bend the oil level stick enough to clear 

blower (3inches towards firewall and 1 inch towards passenger side) to 

accommodate SDS. Use a screwdriver and insert it into the dip stick hole 

and gently bend towards fire wall.  

 

 Drop SDS into bracket, make sure to center it to dowel  

 Install Bracket caps and tighten, make sure it goes down straight and 

smooth. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN BRACKET CAPS 

(Approximately 10lbs torque)   

 Install belt supplied in kit (see illustration provided with kit) 

 Remove factory air flow meter harness from factory loom and gently 

pull out loom route over mass air 

 

HINT: Make note of the belt size and put it in the glove 
box for future reference. 
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Step 7: Installing boost pipes: (For a neater look face all the clamps 

the same way and install with clean hands) 
 

 

MASS AIR SENSOR (MAS) MODIFICATION 

The MAS will need to be modified. In stock form there is an 

air deflector on the top part of the MAS. You will need to 

Cut off the blue shaded area ONLY (see figure 30 for 

reference) so that the supplied MASS AIR ADAPTER (shown in 

figure 31) will sit flush to the MAS.  

 

HINT: The use of a SENSOR SAFE silicone SHOULD be used here to 

seal it. Do not over 

apply.

 
 
          Figure 30               

Boost pipe installation  

A. Install 45° hose on Blower first and clamp.  
B. Then install 2.75” coupler on throttle body clamp and 

tighten.  

C. Grind down Black plastic air foil on factory Mass Air 
Sensor. Apply a small amount of Sensor safe Silicon to 

inside of Aluminum Mass air adapter (boost will travel 

through this now so seal it properly)  

D. Using 10mm bolts, nuts and washers install Mass air 
adapter to Mass air sensor. Assure the adapter is flush, 

trim mass air as needed.  

E. Install three 3.25” silicone coupler to rear of Mass air. 
Install clamp and tighten. 

F. Insert remaining 45° coupler to Aluminum mass air adapter 
clamp 
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G. Install Boost Box transitioning 90° Aluminum coupler to 
rear of mass air. 

H. Install Blow Off valve pipe to coupler on blower slip all 
together leaving all clamps loose until proper 

positioning is found. All pipes should not interfere with 

anything. When tightening for the last time hold boost 

pipe assembly away from battery  

I. Mass air wires should travel over boost pipes 
J. Run a vacuum to top nipple of Blow off valve T off of 

factory fuel pressure regulator vacuum 

 

 

 
Figure 31               

 
 

HINT For a neater look face all the clamps the same way and 
install with clean hands) 
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Step: 8 Install injectors and Relay: 
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STEP 15: Fuel pump installation  
The supplied pump is larger than the factory pump, care will need 

to be taken when installing the new pump, do not use excessive 

force when pushing the new pump in place, the “O” ring seal will 

split if care is not taken.  

 Remove lower portion of rear seat, by pushing back towards 

rear of vehicle and pulling up and placing out side of 

vehicle 

 

Note: It is important that you be extremely careful when 

installing the fuel pump, do not smoke or light up any thing 

during the installation process, only install in a well-

ventilated area away from any heating type element, use only 

florescent lighting. Gasoline fumes can and will explode if care 

is not taken!  

 

 Once the fuel pump cover is exposed, unplug the plugs on 

top of the housing; disconnect fuel lines  

 Using a large flat head screwdriver and a small hammer to 

unscrew the cover 

 Work the pump out slowly as the whole assembly will come up 

including the float, if you pull to hard you will knock the 

float assembly off and your gas gauge will read wrong.  

 Once the system comes out you will be looking at the 

assembly. The white main body of the housing will need to 

come off. There are 3 clips located on the top of the main 

housing, pull the clips back and release them from the 

inner assembly. 

                           
Fuel pump assembly   
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               Figure 40      undo return line        Figure 41            

carefully pry cap up 

       
Figure 42  remove fuel outlet line       Figure 43  unscrew fuel pump 

assembly locking ring           

  
Figure 44  pull assembly out  of tank  Figure 45   Be careful not to bend 

float coming out         

 

Follow steps in illustration s below for pump assembly they are in proper sequence 
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      Figure 46           Unplug pump                                   Figure 47              

Pull apart gently 

18 

    
         Figure 48           Pull pump out of housing                            Figure 

49          Make sure to pull grommet out  
 

    
        Figure 50 Put grommet on new pump use grease to lubricate Figure 51 Grind down 

lip to make room for new pump              
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Figure 51 Drill grommet seat to 10mm 

 

 

 When installing the new pump, keep in mind that the new 

Walboro 255 pump, creates a lot more pressure, so the new 

pump needs to seat properly in order to deliver fuel. It’s 

important to take these steps cautiously in order to get 

that good seating.  

 Reinstall finished fuel pump assembly follow figures 40-45 

in the reverse order 
 

NOTE: IF YOU ARE UNSURE, or have any doubt at all with these steps, 

take the full assembly to an aftermarket professional, and they will 

modify your assembly for you. Engine failure will occur if the pump 

does not deliver sufficient fuel pressure.  

 
 

Drill out factory fuel pressure return: 
 Located on the put side of the canister is the factory 

fuel pressure return line. At the end of the accordion 

shaped line is an “L” shaped plastic fitting. As outlined 

in the following illustrations this fitting must be drilled 

out to 4mm. This will allow you to gain complete control of 

the fuel pressure.  

 

 

     
 Canister           Pry Return from canister 

 

                                           
             Note hole size is to small to properly bleed fuel pressure off  
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    Drill slowly to 4mm        Note hole size after drilling 
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STEP16A: Black Box installation 

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CARFULLY 

 
Congratulations, on your purchase of the RIPP Modifications BLACK Box. 

It is a world class tuning tool with the precision of some of the field’s best 

stand alone fuel/timing systems. Please read the following instructions 

carefully as missing any one thing can cause permanent engine damage. 

 

Correct installation of the BLACK BOX is vital to the proper running of the 

SDS on your car. If the Electronics do not take, fuel and timing will not be 

controlled over the boost map. Permanent engine damage will occur. 

 

Follow the diagram provided in kit. You are tapping into the RPM, Injector, 

Mass Air Sensor, O2, and, Crank Sensor circuits at the ECU, so now all 

these signal will be processed through the Black Box and will be 

recalibrated according to Boost, fuel, and, load.  

 

 

Tools needed: 

 10mm Quarter inch drive with small extension 

 Wire snipers  

 Small pick 

 Shrink tubing 

 Soldering gun and solder 

 Black electrical tape 

 Zip ties 
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Please Verify that the ground cable is disconnected 
from battery: 
 

The ECU is located on the passenger side inner foot well above the center 

console. 

 

 Pry back the carpeting to expose ECU. You will see a heating and air 

conditioning vent in your way.  

 Using a small screw driver or pick, push the locking pin in on vent 

support and work vent out by pulling gently on vent, be careful not to 

break it. This will be reinstalled. 

 While the ECU is screwed down remove the wire harness clips from 

ECU, using a pick push harness locking clips in and pull down on 

harness. 

 
 

Step: 1) BLACK BOX **CAR MUST BE DEAD COLD**          

Instructions at a glance. 
 Retrieve any alarm or Radio code before hand 

 Battery must be disconnected 

 Locate ECU found on passenger side of center console.  

 Follow supplemental wiring instructions provided with kit. 

 Solder all connections ONLY when you are 110% SURE your 

connections are right. This is critical to a safe running car. 

 The instruction layout are very simple, they are grid and should be 

read from left to right.  

 The right most column (Black Box) represents the wires on the Black 

Box 

 The second column (ECU) represents the Color and function of the 

wires on the ECU (Factory computer) 

 The last to columns represent which ECU you will be installing on. 

“M/T” represents Manual Transmission. “A/T” represents ALL 

AUTOMATIC transmissions (Sportronic and Base)   

 YOU WILL HAVE EXTRA WIRES after the 

install is done, ONLY USE WIRES MARKED 
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Step: 2) Starting BLACK Box for the first time 

                **CAR MUST BE DEAD COLD** 

 
 Once ALL your connections have been made both the BLACK 

Box and the factory ECU, will need to “LEARN” its new settings.  

 Starting with a cold car  

 Making sure all your modifications are installed properly and 

there is no danger or leaks. You are ready to bring the BLACK 

Box and your car to life. 

 

Making sure ALL accessories are off (Radio AC ect…) and remain 

off during first start learn mode. 

Start car and let idle DO NOT REV very HIGH, SET FUEL 

PRESSURE TO 42PSI WITH THE ENGINE RUNNING AND 

THE VACUUM LINE REMOVED AND CAPPED OFF THE 

REGULATOR.  If all connections are right car will have a fluctuating 

idle at first that the electronics will work through. This process will 

take some time as the adjustments being made will be calculated 

and recalculated to better them selves several hundred times a 

second. 

 

 It is normal for your car to run rich at first. SET YOUR IDLE 

SCREW. Located on the throttle body is a idle screw, 

using a Phillips screwdriver turn is clock wise all the way 

down, then set by counting 2 and 1 quarter turns counter 

clock wise. 
 

 If the car does not idle or run. Or, is running EXTREMLY RICH. 

Check your connections at the ECU.(The most common mistake is the 

reversal of the ECU  wires wht/green.) Once you car warms up it will 

have a small “Hic-up” that will also gradually get better in time. This 

is the ECU learning that there is much more air flowing through your 

MAS. 
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Step: 3) LEARN MODE, tips and things to expect. 

 
 Once the car has warmed up slightly the self learn mode is done. 

When driving the car for the first time, drive it slowly and at part 

throttle. Do not go into boost for the first few miles as your ECU and 

your Black Box are still just adapting to the new settings, it is 

advisable to just drive around at a moderate to slow level at first. 

Introduce boost slowly at first and gradually work your way up to 

Wide Open Throttle. 

 

 The BLACK Box is also a learning Computer. It will learn the RPM 

and fuel curve in addition the cars day to day driving habits. Over the 

first 100 miles the Check engine light may pop on check to make sure 

there is nothing seriously triggering the lights before clearing them. 

 

 Cold starts will progressively get better with time, as both the ECU 

and Black Box will calibrate themselves to a smoother start as time 

goes on. 

 

 If your problems seem more serious than what has been described 

here double check your connections making sure all is in order. If you 

have given the electronics adequate time and “learning” has not been 

attained, please call our tech line and we will assist you with trouble 

shooting. 
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All RIPP Black Box units come with a 12 month guarantee on the electronics, subject to the 
following: 

1) 
The guarantee is VOID if we find that the unit has been tampered with or mis-installed. If 

the unit was dropped or mis-treated. If the unit was wet. After 12 months 

2) 
The guarantee will not be honored on the Black Box until they are tested by RIPP 

Modifications, Inc.  All test reports need to be sent back to RIPP Modifications, Inc. 

3) 

There is no guarantee on the drivers of the units. RIPP Modifications, Inc. will not and 

cannot be responsible for customer’s actions after he has purchased the Black Box. RIPP 
Modifications, Inc. will not be responsible for mis-tuning and engine failure. All units are 

sold un-tuned unless otherwise specified. They are considered “dumb” and will need to be 

programmed to work. 

All RIPPBlack Box units need to be returned to RIPP Modifications, Inc. in accordance with the 
returns policy as outlined below.  

RETURNS:  

All returns need to be authorized in advance.  Please contact us AT 718-815-1313, or 
tech@RIPPMODS.com for authorization.  They will be assigned a RA number. No replacement 

box will be sent out until your unit is tested. 

Please return the unit to the following address:   

For returns by post: 

  
RIPP Modifications, Inc. 

 148 Lynhurst Ave 

 Staten Island New York 

 10305 

All returns must be sent prepaid and no collect shipments will be accepted.  Please insure the 

parcel for its full value.  We cannot accept returns on custom ordered parts.  We also cannot 
accept returns on used or installed parts, parts not in their original packaging, parts that are not 

in a resalable package and parts that have come into contact with oil, coolant, fuel or water.  

Thanks you for choosing RIPP Modifications Black Box technology. 

RIPP Modifications, Inc. 
148 Lynhurst Ave. 

Staten Island NY, 10305 

718-442-4723 X16 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

mailto:RIPPMODS@RIPPMODS.com
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Cut out for Oil return fitting 

 
    6G72 AS WELL 

Cut out for washer bottle  
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Step 18: Wrapping it up: 

 
RIPP recommends you use quality products like these to service your engine. It’s 

your engine, Treat it like you care. 

 Oil    Synthetics  Coolant     

 Hardware   electronics   
Your last few steps will be 

 Going over all your bolts, clamps, hoses, tie wraps, and fluids twice (Don’t skip 

this step). 

Note: At this point, you should be installing a new oil filter regardless of age.  

 Refill your oil (pay attention to any additional oil the blower may need) do not 

assume 4-5 quarts is all you will need; You may need a drop more; to do this 

follow the guide lines in the STEP 14 before STARTING OR TOPPING OFF. 

 Re-installing your coolant hose 

 Refilling your coolant (as per the factory guide lines)  
 

Note: REFILL YOUR COOLANT VIA THE UPPER COOLANT HOSE and NOT THE 

RADIATOR; if you do not you will experience over heating due to air pockets in the 

coolant system.  

To do this properly, fill the engine up through the upper coolant hose and then 

reinstall the hose once it’s reached the top; After which fill the radiator up 

conventionally, let run and top off as needed.  

                                                      

Step 19: Starting the car up, and dialing it in for the first time:  
Once you are ready to start the car there are a few things that need dialing in.  

Note: It is strongly recommended that you have a set of aftermarket gauges 

installed for proper dial in. RIPP recommends Boost/vacuum gauge, Air/fuel ratio, 

and an Oil pressure gauge.  

 Check for leaks 

 Fuel pressure 

 Idle screw 

 Base idle screw 

 Blow off valve surge setting                                                   

CAUTION!!! 

Make sure there are no fuel leaks upon initial start up. Proper 

inspection of all fuel connection must be assessed before starting the car. 

If there are fuel leaks, shut the car down and repair.  
24 

Starting the car for the first time: 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.viscosa.com/images/products/TN_PRESTONE%2520%252096%2525.JPG&imgrefurl=http://www.viscosa.com/productsdetail.asp%3Fid%3D40%26level%3D0%26tipo%3D40%26order%3D2&h=256&w=161&sz=10&tbnid=jq0OKsA9RbYJ:&tbnh=107&tbnw=67&start=60&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dprestone%2B%26start%3D40%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DN
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Once you are ready to start the car up for the first time (It is recommended you do this 

with two people). Start up the car and give a visual inspection of all Oil lines, fuel lines 

and hardware.  

Caution  
 If anything is lose shut it down and repair.  

 If everything seems in order, let it run for 30 seconds, then shut down and let the 

car sit for a minute. At this point, recheck the oil level on the dipstick. (CHECK 

the entire oil feed and return system for oil leaks).  

  

Once you re-start the engine: 
 

Check the fuel pressure.  
1. Operating fuel pressure ranges between 45-52psi.Start the adjustment at 45psi 

at idle with the vacuum (good engine vacuum should read above 15psi) line 

connected. Once the car has been broken in and an air/fuel ratio gauge has 

been installed, the fuel pressure can be raised as needed.  

 

To set the FPR Remove the chrome cap (12mm) from the top of the FPR and 

loosen the locking nut (12mm), use a flat head screwdriver. 

 

Idle screw (May not apply to all models) 
1. Check the throttle cable and ensure the proper amount of slack is present.  

Many times this is over looked and a high idle cannot be lowered. 

 

2. Idle control screw – Start the engine up let it run for one minute, once the 

idle has come to a point on its own, screw the idle control screw in until it 

seats (clockwise).  Then back the screw out (counter clockwise) 2 to 2.75 full 

turns (this varies per car somewhat).  You may have a .5 to 1.5 window of 

adjustment, make small changes and test drive or rev out. Once you find a 

perfect 700-800 idle, do not touch this screw any more; the stock ECU should 

recalibrate itself to the new position.  

 

3. Base Idle screw- The base idle screw is found on the throttle cable side of the 

throttle body. This is more commonly known as the throttle stop. In some 

cases adjusting the base idle to the minimal setting and then fine tuning it with 

the Idle screw (as previously explained) will help stable out the idle. 

Note: This may be pointing down and be an Allan key, follow the factory guide lines for 

this procedure.  

 

 

 
25 
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STEP 20: Setting the Blow Off Valve (BOV) 
The RIPP BOV serves two purposes 1) to bleed pressure off during shifts so you don’t 

pop hoses off under boost and 2) to reduce compressor surge under cruise and idle 

conditions.  

 

To set, bring the car to a stable idle as per the previous step. Once at idle bring the Top of 

the BOV out by unscrewing the top counter clockwise until the brass valve about a 

quarter inch open. If the valve sticks give the car a rev or two to open valve. In 

production sometimes, the cutting fluid will dry up and acting as glue. To service valve 

see valve service in maintenance section.  

 

 
 

 

NOTE: 
When you first start the car up you may encounter a BOV that does not open. 

Please reference the maintenance section should this happen.  From time to time, 

the valves will come out of production and sit in stock were the Graphite lubricant 

used to lubricate the valve can dry up. This will need to be serviced properly for 

optimum performance.  
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Recommendations/Expectations: 
The following is a guide towards things you may encounter during use of your .  

 
1. Given the factory electronics are not originally calibrated for boost, it is normal to 

encounter check engine lights. The good news is that both the stock ECU and the 

newly installed electronics are adaptive, and over the first 100-500 miles will 

learn your normal run conditions and go completely away. Should you encounter 

a persistent check engine light, have a technician look into it.  

 

2. During initial start up you will notice a loud “chirping” sound coming from the 

. This will go away with use, the gears in the Supercharger drive will make 

face, and you will be left with a smooth whine or hum.  

 

Congratulations 
You have now bolted an average of 100-135WHP. There are upgrades available that will 

complement your : 

 RIPP Polyurethane front engine mount: Stopping the engine from teeter 

tottering its way into blown axles and vibrating the transmission into pieces. 

 RIPP Header: designed specifically for our , it is a perfect way to sneak 

44 net HP. 

 RIPP Boost Cooler: We have designed a new Methanol/Water injection 

intercooler system that injects the boost stream with a cooling mix of Meth/water. 

This will increase octane, suppresses detonation, and lower boost temperatures up 

to 100 degree’s.  This system is digitally controlled for precise boost-triggered 

injection.  

 RIPP Oil CATCH Can system: We have put together a perfect system for 

catching vapor or natural gases produced by the crankcase under acceleration. 

Those “blow-by” gasses create carbon and oil sludge build-up in your intake 

system when routed conventionally. When used in conjunction with our PCV 

valve, this can ensures only clean fumes reach your intake manifold under 

acceleration and during cruise. 

 RIPP PCV Valve System: has been developed a one-way valve that modifies 

the operation of the factory PCV system and prevents air from entering the 

crankcase through the factory PCV valve or the intake hose.  

 RIPP  Pulleys: for higher boost levels, use different combinations of 

RIPP power pulleys to gain an advantage in spool time and power.   

 Those of us NEEDING MORE: RIPP has an extensive forged piston program 

including 9.5:1(up to 10psi of boost), 10.8:1 (Low boost, high power, big torque) 

Compression levels (call for availability and engine combinations)  

 
For more information please call or visit our website 
www.rippmods.com 

RIPP Modifications 

148 Lynhurst Ave 

Staten Island NY, 10305 

718-815-1313 9-5 eastern standard time 

tech@rippmods.com 

mailto:tech@rippmods.com
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Driving your  powered car: 
Now that you’ve got your car running and checked for leaks it is time to take it 

out for a spin. Assuming you’ve done the break in period for the electronics and 

blower or at least 200 controlled miles. It’s time to touch on how to find the 

power the  has. To drive an  powered car is to have the advantage of 

Boost under nearly every driving condition.  

 

The compressor’s efficiency maps are between 3000 and 4000 RPM in real world 

terms. Where maximum boost is achieved nearly instantaneously between those 

RPM’s. So if your cruising along in 5th gear (or over drive in the case of an 

automatic) you will not hit maximum boost in very low RPM’s, it’s best to down 

shift to the appropriate gear for the appropriate speed to match the Compressor’s 

efficiency points (3000 to 4000rpm).   

 

 

 

 

 

DYNO testing your  CAR: 
You can DYNO test your  car once the break in period is finished and once 

you’re 100% certain that your car is running properly. Taking a poor running 

 car to the DYNO for testing will only yield bad results. To do so the best 

gear to test in is the one to one gear for example 3rd gear in a 5spd or 2nd gear in 

an auto.  

 

Have the DYNO operator test from 3000rpm in third gear for MAX boost tuning; 

this is the point where the  will yield your actual WHP. Be careful not to 

smash into the REV limiter, as fuel and timing cut could cause engine damage.  

Have them also spin the RPM’s up to red line and tune for air fuel in forth gear as 

well for max power.  
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Super Charger Drive System  

 

Troubleshooting Guide 
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Pre Checks 
 

If you are reading this section of the manual, it means something may be 

wrong.  The best advice anyone can give in this situation is be patient.  Do 

not start kicking, screaming and beating yourself up; it will not help solve 

any of the problems you may be encountering.  

 

Take the time to fully read and comprehend each troubleshooting step, as 

there may be details that you may have overlooked by skimming through the 

instructions or guide. 

 

As a basic rule, you should have started with a trouble-free engine.  Any 

minor problems you had before installing the  will not go away by 

themselves.  Actually, the addition of Forced Induction (FI) on any car will 

make minor problems more significant and, depending on the nature of those 

problems, can lead to breakdown or engine failure.  In other words, ensure 

the car is running 100% before modifying it.  If there were minor problems 

you have not fixed yet, this would be a good time to make those repairs. 
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Note – Doing a compression test prior to installing the  system will 

give you a basic idea of the internal condition of the engine.  A normal 

engine should give a compression reading of at least 139psi or better.  These 

readings should be uniform on all cylinders.  

 

For example: if all cylinders are showing 145psi +/- 3psi this is normal. 

The maximum variation is 14psi. The maximum low side is 130psi. 

 

If 5 cylinders are showing 145psi and one is showing 165psi, or 5 are 

showing 165psi and one is showing 145psi this WILL cause problems as the 

engine is unbalanced. Once forced induction is applied to this set up engine, 

engine failure WILL eventually occur.  

 

On a Naturally Aspirated (NA) engine if the cylinders are unbalanced but 

within acceptable limits, the engine will still run normally, without any sign 

of problems. 

 

1998 and newer cars all come with On Board Diagnostics (OBD) 

electronics. The entire RIPP line up of SDS powered cars has access to OBD 

information Through the OBD port, usually found under the dash on the 

drivers side.  

 

 
 Mitsubishi  1998 and newer cars 
 

Going over the basics 

1. Take the time to go over the  installation manual and double check 

EVERYTHING. All too often, an installer will miss one or two details, 

which will give the end user a serious run problem. It is essential that 

your electronics are soldered in place and proper protection be applied 

around your connection. If any wires are exposed, they will send a false 

value to either the ECU, giving you a poor running condition. 
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2. Do a visual check and see if there are any loose connectors or wires, 

including checking for shorted wires and proper ground connections, as 

well as any wrong connections. 

Engine idle surge / stumble 

or misfire 
 

 

All “checks” in this section assume there are no engine problems prior to the 

 install, and the engine compression is “balanced”. 

Engine Idle surge 
Check O2 wiring: if any wiring is crossed or shorting, the car 

will run rich and be hard to start 

 
1. Check the throttle cable and ensure the proper amount of slack is 

present.  Many times this is overlooked, and a high idle cannot be 

lowered. 

 

2. Idle control screw – Screw the idle control screw in until it seats 

(clockwise).  Then back the screw out (counter clockwise) 2 to 2.75 full 

turns (this varies per car somewhat).  You may have a .5 to 1.5 window 

of adjustment. Make small changes and test drive or rev out. Once you 

find a perfect 700-800 idle, do not touch this screw any more; the stock 

ECU should recalibrate itself to the new position.  

 

3. Check all vacuum lines for any leaks.  If you have a vacuum gauge 

installed and it reads between 0 - 15psi (vac), chances are you have a 

leak.  Normal vacuum readings, with the engine warm at idle with the air 

conditioner and all defrosters off, should be between 15 – 20psi (vac).  

 Check all intake gaskets for leaks.  As a quick method of checking, 

with the engine warm and at idle you can use a spray can of carburetor 

cleaner and lightly spray around the intake gaskets and vacuum lines.  

If there is a vacuum leak, it will suck up the carburetor cleaner and the 

engine idle will change.  You now know where the leak is and you 

can repair it. 
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Note – If your manifold is modified, your “normal” vacuum will be 

different.  Please consider this when determining your normal idle vacuum. 

 

4. Fuel Pressure – With all vacuum lines connected (no vacuum leaks), 

with the engine warm and at idle, set the idle pressure to 45 -50psi.  If 

fuel pressure cannot be set to 45 - 50psi, there is a fuel delivery problem.  

 Check the fuel pump installation for any hang-ups. 

 Check the FPR for proper connection; reverse installation is common 

between the two inlet and outlet lines. 

 

5. O2 Sensors – Using a scan tool [provided with the V6 2000 and newer 

6G72 kit only (upgrade to the full scanner version, see scanner manual)] 

or any fully functional scanner of your choice to read check-engine 

lights, 

Check to see: 

 O2 sensors are functioning normally in terms of voltage swing. 

 Ensure the wiring to the sensors is correct.  (Our system is designed to 

use all four sensors on the V6 (two sensors for the 4cyl).  If you 

eliminate the rear sensor(s) you are on your own and operating under 

your own risk. If you use an O2 eliminator kit make sure you have the 

proper ratio dialed in, consult the manufacturer. 

 Check that all the wiring is correct; it is very easy to mix wires up if 

you are not careful, and this is a very common mistake.  The use of a 

multi-meter will be needed to trouble shoot wires properly. (Refer to 

“O2 CHECK” section in this manual.) 
6. Go over the wiring on the electronics 

 Ensure all wiring is clean.  Ensure the wiring is correct 

 No short-circuits or frayed wires  

 No bare wires 

 All connections are soldered in place 

 In some cases, contrary to the RIPP electronic instructions, bringing 

all the grounds from the RIPP box to a solid chassis ground will solve 

intermittent problems. 
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Engine Stumble or Misfire 
 

Engine Stumble or Misfire at idle 
 

NOTE Check O2 wiring if any wiring is crossed or shorting the 

car will run rich and be hard to start 
 

1. Check all items under “Engine Idle Surge” 

 

2. Check ignition wires for wear and arcing, including the spark plug and 

cap boot sections. (See the maintenance section for service intervals) 

 

3. Check spark plugs to ensure ceramic section was not cracked during 

installation. 

 Ensure that you are using the recommended spark plugs. We 

recommend using one-step colder than stock. If you use any other 

spark plugs which can potentially cause detonation, you are on your 

own and operating at your own risk). 

 DO NOT USE A PLATINUM TIP SPARK PLUG. There is a 30% 

resistance incorporated into Bosch Platinum plugs, under boost the 

spark will be suppressed and rich fuel condition will be present. 

4. Check distributor cap and rotor for internal cracks or excessive corrosion 

on the contact tips. 

O2 Check  
 

 Check O2 wiring. if any wiring is crossed or shorting the car will 

run rich and be hard to start.  

 There are front and rear O2’s. O2 sensors ending in “0” are a front 

unit, O2 ending in “1” are rear units (Refer to “O2 CHECK” section 

in this manual.) 

 It is important that the O2 are not shorting out, if your O2 resistance is 

shorted out, your car will run extremely poorly. 

 

 FRONT O2 CHECK: With the ignition key off and starting with a 

cold car and O2sensor, unplug the front banks (Black Plugs) use a 

good quality digital OHM reader; check the resistance between the 
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two black wires in the corresponding plug. The value should read 4-6 

ohms.  If the resistance is anything other than 4-5ohms there is a 

problem, and your car will run poorly. 

 REAR O2 CHECK: With the ignition key off and starting with a 

cold car and O2 sensor, unplug the rear banks (Grey Plugs)) and use 

a good quality digital OHM reader; check the resistance between the 

two black wires in the corresponding plug. The value should read 11-

13 ohms. If the resistance is anything other than 11-13ohms there is a 

problem, and your car will run poorly. 

 Checking resistance between heater circuits:  You can also check 

the value between the Blue or White wire and any of the Black wires. 

If there is no short, then your OHM reader will: “infinity” or “OL” (on 

a fluke style reader). If there is any resistance, whatsoever in any 

value, then there is a short and it will cause a problem, rewiring the 

O2 will be immanent.  

 

 

 

Injector check 
 

 If your car is running rich at idle and having a hard time 

starting OHM out the injectors, they may have fallen out of 

spec.  

 To do this you can check them either at the individual 

injector or in the harness. 6G72 and V6 car will need to 

check rear injector in the main harness plug (before the 

injector).  

 

 

 

 

Reference: illustration on next page for detail 
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Engine Stumble or Misfire during 

acceleration or WOT conditions with no Meth 

kit installed. 

 

1. Check all items under “Engine Stumble or Misfire at Idle”. 

2. Check drive belt tension. The belt may be slipping. 

 Check to ensure the  drive shaft assembly is fully seated in 

place. 

 Do a visual inspection of the pulley alignment; ensure the belt is 

running straight. 

 Inspect the tensioner bearing(s) to endure they are not worn out. 

3. Check vacuum line to blow off valve and ensure blow off valve is 

functioning properly. 

4. Check vacuum line to Fuel Pressure Regulator. Check fuel pressure 

under boost, the pressure should vary between 55-60psi under full boost.  

If not, check the fuel pump installation.  
 

Engine Stumble or Misfire during acceleration or WOT 
conditions with Meth kit installed. 
 

1. Check all items under “Engine Stumble or Misfire during acceleration or 

WOT conditions with no Meth kit installed.” 

2. Ensure vacuum line is connected properly to the digital controller. 
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3. Check to ensure all wiring, hoses, spray nozzle and pump installation is 

correct. 

4. Increase the “Full Pressure” setting to the max setting allowed. 

5. Increase the “Start Pressure” setting to the max setting allowed. 

6. While making WOT passes, begin decreasing the “Start Pressure” setting 

until there is a smooth onset of power. Generally, a setting of 6psi works 

best. 

7. Once the “Start Pressure” is correct, make WOT passes and SLOWLY 

decrease the “Fuel Pressure” setting until the engine begins to stumble at 

the higher RPM. Once the engine starts to stumble, you are spraying too 

much Meth. Re-increase the “Fuel Pressure” to eliminate the stumble. 

Generally, a setting of 12 – 15psi works best. 
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Maintenance 
RIPP  systems require minimal maintenance, beyond normal vehicle regularly scheduled 

maintenance. Use guidelines listed below and you will receive many miles and years of enjoyment from you 

RIPP  

Normal Maintenance Guidelines 

 

Oil and filter 
1. Clean the supercharger oil inlet every other oil change or 5000 miles. This will keep the charger 

sounding new and in tune. When cold, remove the oil inlet fitting at the supercharger and clean the 

screen thoroughly utilizing high-pressure air to blow the orifice clean. DO NOT attempt to remove 

the screen/filter inside of the oil feed fitting, this will destroy it. This oil inlet fitting is designed 

with a very small orifice, which provides a mist of oil directly onto the gearing. Never use Teflon 

tape or other sealants on any oil feed line fitting. DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN FITTINGS.  

2. Follow the heavy duty/severe usage maintenance schedule in your vehicles owners’ manual. Use 

the manufactures engine oil and filter recommendations. We strongly recommend oil changes 

from 2000 to 3000 miles. Do not use engine oil additives as they may contain solid partials, which 

can clog the superchargers oil-feed line.  

 

Ignition  
1. Spark plug/ignition system guidelines should be tuned up regularly. The entire ignition system 

should be checked bi-annually and fresh plugs and cap/rotor should be installed during the first 

install. We recommend installing NGK Brand TYPE R Copper core plugs in a one step colder 

range. These should be changed once a year there after, and checked more frequently in race 

conditions.    

2. Every 15000 miles, check to ensure the spark plug wires are within factory specified resistance. 

Replace whenever beyond specification or every 30,000 miles or which ever comes first.  

 

Fuel  
1. Check to make sure the fuel filter is fresh during initial installation, proper fuel filter maintenance 

is essential for a sound running car. Change this on a yearly basis and more often under race 

conditions.  

2. The use of an injector cleaner can be used yearly to help keep older injection system efficient.  

3. Under race-only conditions high octane/race gas (100octane or above) can be used, but only a 

small amount should be used. In a quarter tank, condition (3.5 gallons) use only one gallon of race 

gas. More will burn up oxygen sensor and catalytic converters.  

 

Mechanical 
1. Inspect serpentine belt on every service interval for wear and aging, and replace if there is 

any sign of premature wear. If there is, abnormal wear that is reoccurring, there may be 

an alignment issue. Inspect pulley alignment or have a professional assess the problem.  

2. Under boosted condition and with increased under hood temperatures, it’s normal for 

clamps to come loose. Inspect all clamps regularly.  

3. The high flow air filter that is supplied with your kit can be cleaned with a mild 

detergent, or the use of an air filter cleaning and oiling kit.  

4. Biannually check O2 resistance as per the technical guide in the trouble-shooting guide. 
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BOV Maintenance 
The Blow Off Valve (BOV) breaks down into several parts. It’s important to maintain a 

proper working BOV. The Blow off valve serves two purposes 1) bleed boost of in 

between shifts to avoid popping hoses off, and 2) to bleed compressor surge off under 

normal driving conditions.  

  
To clean the BOV, remove it from car and unscrew the Top Valve off counter clockwise. 

This will reveal the Spring System inside. Once you have the spring system out slide the 

inner most brass Slider Valve out. Some valves  from new may be stuck closed because 

of the tight tolerances RIPP keeps, it may be necessary to push the valve up from the 

inside (this may be tight).  We try our best to send these ready to go but occasionally one 

may slip. Take the time to lube it.  

 

To lube it use a Graphite Lock Fluid, most commonly known as lock and key spray. We 

use Lock-Ease to keep the valves clean and lubed. This should be done bi-annually. Also 

to keep a good vacuum seal, use a small amount of synthetic grease on the Rubber 

Vacuum Seal TO KEEPIT FROM drying out and causing vacuum leaks.  

 

To freshen the valves Slider Valve you can use an Emory cloth with oil, or a soap-less 

green or brown scuff pad found in the kitchen cleaning section of your local supermarket. 

You can also find it in the wood working section in your local hardware store.   
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Crank case ventilation (PCV) valve maintenance and check 

 
 

 

 
If the car has more than 35000 miles, the distributor cap, rotor, spark plugs and wires all 

should be replaced with fresh units. 
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RIPP MODIFICATIONS  

       

Customer Return / Warranty Information 
 

Return this form completely filled out with correct information to; 

 

RIPP MODIFICATIONS  

                                     148 Lynhurst Ave 

                                     Staten Island, New York 10305 

Name  

 First                             Last            

Address 

 

 

Phone Home -                                         Cell - 

E- Mail  

Vehicle  

     Year                    Make                   Model 

 

   Engine                   Trans                  Mileage  

Type Kit e.g. 

V6/3.0 6G72 

 

Purchase Date  

Shipped To 

Address 

        

 

Serial #  

Invoice #  

Purchase Type 

( circle one )                           

 

GROUP BUY        WHOLESALE         RETAIL 

 

Purchase Price    $     

    

Return this form completely filled out to above address immediately upon opening. This is to 
confirm that you received your kit and lock in your information for any possible future warranty 
work. If form is not completely filled out and mailed in within 30 days of receiving kit full warranty 
is not valid.   
 

 

 


